In this paper we prove that the noncyclic generic abelian crossed product p-algebras constructed by Amitsur and Saltman in [AS78] remain noncyclic after tensoring by any prime to p extension of their centers. We also prove that an example due to Saltman of an indecomposable generic abelian crossed product with exponent p and degree p 2 remains indecomposable after any prime to p extension.
Introduction
Let p be a prime. A p-algebra is a finite dimensional division algebra which is central over a field of characteristic p and has index a power of p. The question of whether or not every p-algebra is cyclic was first asked by Albert in [Alb61] . It was a natural question to ask as he had proven in [Alb39] that every p-algebra is similar in the Brauer group of its center to a cyclic algebra. Amitsur and Saltman answered the question in [AS78] by constructing, for any fixed prime p, generic abelian crossed product palgebras which contain no p-power central elements, that is, non-central elements whose p-th power is central. This proved the existence of noncyclic p-algebras of all degrees p n , n ≥ 2. Credit for this problem is also due to Isaac Gordon who constructed a noncyclic 2-algebra of degree 4 in 1940.
Let D be a finite dimension division algebra with center F and let E/F be an extension of fields. We call D E = D ⊗ F E a prime to p extension of D if the degree of E/F is prime to p. The main results of this paper, Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10, prove that there do not exist prime to p extensions of the Amitsur-Saltman noncyclic generic abelian crossed products which are cyclic. This is in the opposite direction of the well known result that every division algebra of prime degree does become cyclic after a prime to p extension. Other results regarding prime to p extensions of p-power index division algebras can be found in [RS92] .
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 1 we determine precise conditions under which abelian crossed product algebras have homogeneous p-power central elements. This condition, which is placed on the matrix defining the algebra, is called "strong degeneracy" (1.5). In section 1 we also show that non-degenerate and not strongly degenerate matrices remain so in any prime to p extension (1.13).
In section 2 we generalize the notions of degeneracy and strong degeneracy to valued division algebras which are semi-ramified with separable residue fields (2.4). This technique is used to prove that if D/F is a valued division algebra with center F a field of characteristic p and D/F is semi-ramified with residue field D/F a separable extension and D is not strongly degenerate, then D contains no p-power central elements. In (2.15) we show that all of these properties hold after a prime to p extension.
In section 3 the main results of the paper, Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10, are obtained by applying the results of sections 1 and 2 to generic abelian crossed product p-algebras defined by not strongly degenerate matrices. These are the same p-algebras that were proven to be noncyclic in [AS78] and we prove they remain noncyclic after any prime to p extension of the center by showing they contain no p-power central elements. In the final part of section 3 we prove that in a special circumstance these algebras are indecomposable.
The work in this paper constitutes part of my thesis at the University of Texas at Austin. Part of this work was completed while I held a continuing education fellowship from the University of Texas at Austin and a VIGRE graduate research fellowship. I would like to thank my doctoral thesis advisor, Dr. David Saltman, for suggesting the problem to me and for many helpful conversations. I would also like to thank Adrian Wadsworth for reading an earlier draft of this paper and for many valuable suggestions.
1 Strong degeneracy
Definition and characterization of strong degeneracy
Let G = σ 1 × . . . × σ r , a finite abelian group with |σ i | = n i . Let A be a central simple F -algebra with maximal Galois subfield K and Gal(K/F ) = G. Then A/F is well known to be an abelian crossed product. Following [AS78] the crossed product structure of A can be given in the following way. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, choose z i ∈ A which extends by inner automorphism the action of σ i on K. Given any g ∈ G there exist m i ∈ N, 0 ≤ m i < n i , so that g = σ we have inner automorphism by z g on A extends the action of g on K. Define c : G×G → K * by z g z g ′ = c(g, g ′ )z gg ′ . The multiplicative associativity of A implies that c is a 2-cocycle. Furthermore, A is isomorphic to the crossed product (K/F, G, c) generated over K by the z g .
One can compute the 2-cocycle c(g, g ′ ) using the elements {b i } r i=1 , {u ij } r i,j=1 and their Galois conjugates. Therefore we use the notation
In (K/F, z σ , u, b) we use the notation z σ because the z i were chosen with respect the the basis σ = {σ 1 , . . . , σ r } of G, u = (u ij ) ∈ M r (K * ) and b = {b i } r i=1 ∈ (K * ) r . In this algebra multiplication is gotten from the relations z i z j = u ij z j z i and z
[AS78], Lemma 1.2, the u ij and b i are not independent. In particular, they satisfy
where N i (resp. N ij ) is the norm map of the field extension F/F σ i (resp. F/F σ i ,σ j ). Furthermore, by [AS78] , Theorem 1.3, if K/F is a G-Galois extension and a set of elements {u ij , b i } r i,j=1 satisfy relations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.4), then there exists an abelian crossed product (K/F, z σ , u, b) defined by the matrix u and the vector b.
The properties of an abelian crossed product are governed by properties of the matrix u = (u ij ) ∈ M r (K * ). Let G be as above with r ≥ 2, and K/F a G-Galois extension of fields. Given an abelian crossed product
In [AS78] , pg.81, the matrix u = (u ij ) is defined to be degenerate if there are σ m , σ n in G and a, b ∈ K * such that σ m , σ n , the group generated by σ m and σ n , is not cyclic and
, Theorem 3.2, non-degenerate matrices are used to construct generic abelian crossed product p-algebras which contain no non-central p-power central elements. We introduce here a more restrictive definition of degeneracy which will determine precisely when generic abelian crossed product p-algebras have a nontrivial p-power central element (Lemma 3.2). For any i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and any m ∈ N r , set u i,m = u e i ,m , where e i is the standard i-th basis vector.
Definition 1.5. Let ∆ = (K/F, z σ , u, b) be an abelian crossed product with G = σ 1 × . . . × σ r noncyclic of rank r. The matrix u = (u ij ) is strongly degenerate if there exists an element σ m ∈ G with prime order q, and a set of elements l, x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ K * such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
.
(1.6) Strong degeneracy and degeneracy are notions that will only be used when the group G is noncyclic. In that case, if a matrix is strongly degenerate it is also degenerate. For, if u is strongly degenerate then the subgroup generated by σ m and σ i in G will not be cyclic for at least one 1 ≤ i ≤ r. The following key lemma characterizes the property of strong degeneracy for abelian crossed products in terms of the existence of homogeneous prime power central elements. It is independent of the characteristic of the center. Let0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ N r be the zero vector. Lemma 1.7. Let G be a noncyclic finite abelian group with basis σ = {σ 1 , . . . , σ r }, K/F a G-Galois extension, and ∆ = (K/F, z σ , u, b) an abelian crossed product. The matrix u is strongly degenerate if and only if there exists a prime q such that ∆ has a q-power central element of the form lz m for l ∈ K * and m ∈ N r − {0}.
Proof. Assume ∆ has a q-power central element of the form lz m with l ∈ K * and m = 0. Since (lz m ) q is central, (σ m ) q = e, the identity element of G. Let K m be the subfield of K fixed by σ m . K/K m is a cyclic degree q extension and we denote its norm by N m . Since (lz m ) q commutes with each z i , we see
On the other hand, we calculate,
Combining lines (1.8) and (1.9), we see that N m (σ i (l)l −1 u i,m ) = 1. Therefore, by Hilbert's Theorem 90, there exists x i ∈ K * such that
Since this is true for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the matrix u is strongly degenerate. Conversely, assume u is strongly degenerate. Let
i lσ i (l −1 ) with σ m of prime order q in G. We show that lz m is q-power central. Since σ m has order q in G, it is clear that lz m is not central and (lz m ) q commutes with all elements of K. To check that (lz m ) q is central, it suffices to show that it commutes with each z i . For all 1 ≤ i ≤ r we compute,
Corollary 1.10. Let G be a noncyclic finite abelian group with basis σ = {σ i } r i=1 and let (K/F, z σ , u, b) ∼ = (K/F, w σ , v, d) be an isomorphism between abelian crossed products. Then u is strongly degenerate if and only if v is strongly degenerate. Moreover, u is degenerate if and only if v is degenerate.
Proof. Assume u is a strongly degenerate matrix. By Lemma 1.7 there exists a q-power central element of the form lz m for some σ m ∈ G of order q = 1. Let
be the isomorphism from the hypothesis. We can assume φ is the identity on the maximal subfield K.
It is easy to compute that la m w m is a q-power central element in (K/F, w σ , v, d) and therefore, by Lemma 1.7, v is strongly degenerate. On the other hand assume u is degenerate. Then there exist elements a, b ∈ K * and elements σ m , σ n ∈ G such that σ m , σ n is not cyclic and u m,n = σ m (a)a −1 σ n (b)b −1 . Set a m = φ(z m )(w m ) −1 ∈ K and a n = φ(z n )(w n ) −1 ∈ K. Then it is easy to check that ba m w m and a −1 a n w n commute and that this is equivalent to v being degenerate.
Strong degeneracy in prime to p extensions
The main result in this section, Theorem 1.13, shows that if u is not strongly degenerate in the extension K/F with [K : F ] = p s , some s ≥ 1, then u remains not strongly degenerate in the extension KE/E for E any prime to p extension of F . We first prove a preliminary lemma and corollary. Lemma 1.11. Let ∆ = (K/F, z σ , u, b) = (K/F, G, c) be any abelian crossed product with G noncyclic and c : G×G → K * a 2-cocycle. Then (K/F, G, c t ) = (K/F, w σ , u t , b t ) where u t = (u t ij ) and b t = {b t i } for any integer t > 0.
Proof. Let B = (K/F, G, c t ) be generated over K by generators {w g } g∈G and relations
Therefore the matrix v = (v ij ) is given by v ij = u t ij . We will denote this matrix as u t , (which should not be confused with the t-th power of the matrix u).
Corollary 1.12. Let ∆ = (K/F, z σ , u, b) be an abelian crossed product. Assume ∆ ∼ ∆ n in Br(F )for some n ∈ Z. Then the matrix u = (u ij ) is strongly degenerate in K/F if and only if u n = (u n ij ) is strongly degenerate in K/F . Moreover, under the same hypothesis the matrix u is degenerate in K/F if and only if u n is degenerate in K/F . Proof. Let ∆ = (K/F, G, c). Then ∆ n ∼ (K/F, G, c n ) and, using Lemma 1.11,
since the degrees of the algebras over F are equal. Therefore, by Corollary 1.10, u is strongly degenerate if and only if u n is strongly degenerate and u is degenerate if and only if u n is degenerate.
We can now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 1.13. Let K/F be a finite abelian p-extension of any characteristic with
be an abelian crossed product with u not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate). Then u remains not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate) after any prime to p extension of F .
Proof. Let E/F be a prime to p extension and identify G with the Galois group of KE/E. Assume by way of contradiction that there exists an element σ m ∈ G with order p and a set of elements l, x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ (KE) * such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
(1.14)
Taking the norm, N = N KE/K , from KE to K of both sides of (1.14) gives
,
That is, the matrix u t = (u t ij ) is strongly degenerate in K/F where t is prime to p. Set e = exp(∆). Since (t, p) = 1, we also have (t, e) = 1. Thus, there exists k, l ∈ Z such that tk + el = 1. In particular we have
Notice that the matrix u tk is strongly degenerate since u t is strongly degenerate. Therefore, by (1.15) and applying Corollary 1.12, we see that u is strongly degenerate in K/F , a contradiction. Thus, u remains not strongly degenerate after any prime to p extension. If u is only assumed to be non-degenerate in K/F , replace the definition of strong degeneracy in the above argument with regular degeneracy. This gives that u tk is degenerate. Using Corollary 1.12 again we see that u is degenerate. This is a contradiction.
Strong degeneracy in valued division algebras
In this section we use the fundamental homomorphism from [JW90] , which we recall below, to translate the notion of strong degeneracy on an abelian crossed product to any semi-ramified division algebra D/F with D/F a separable extension. This translation allows us to study when such an algebra over a field of characteristic p has a nontrivial p-power central element (Corollary 2.11).
Another characterization of strong degeneracy
Let D(F ) be the collection of division algebras which are finite dimensional and central over the field F . If D ∈ D(F ) is endowed with a valuation v then we will denote D by (D, v). Γ D and Γ F will be the value groups of D and F respectively. We will also use the notation 
Fix (D, v) ∈ D(F ) with (D, v) a semi-ramified division algebra and D/F is a separable extension. Under these hypotheses, by [JW90] , Proposition 1.7, the group homomorphism
is an isomorphism and in particular D/F is an abelian Galois extension. Recall for any
∈ U D and set u ij to be the image of u ij in the residue field D. Denote by u the matrix (
Let GD be the associated graded division algebra of the valued division algebra D ([HW99], section 4). By definition, GD = ⊕ γ∈Γ D GD γ where GD γ is the residue ring
Let g : D * → GD be the natural homomorphism taking a nonzero element of D to its associated homogeneous element of GD. Since D satisfies the three properties
Here GF is the associated graded field of F and in general GF is only known to be contained in Z(GD). Moreover, inner automorphism by g(π) [HW99] (4.9)). The following theorem characterizes degeneracy and strong degeneracy of the matrix u in the extension D/F in terms of the behavior of elements of D and can be viewed as a generalization of Lemma 1.7. (ii) The matrix u = (u ij ) is degenerate in D/F if and only if there exist homogeneous elements g(α) ∈ GD γ and g(β) ∈ GD ǫ such that
is a noncyclic subgroup of G and g(α) and g(β) commute in GD.
Proof. For (i), let α ∈ GD γ be a homogeneous element of GD such that γ / ∈ Γ F and α q ∈ GF = Z(GD) for some prime q. Since θ D is an isomorphism we can express
Since α q is central if and only if (α 0 g(π) m ) q is, we will assume without loss of generality that g(f ) = 1. Since α q ∈ GF , I α q (z) = α q z(α q ) −1 = z for all z ∈ D 0 . And, since I α | D 0 = σ m , this implies that (σ m ) q = e, the identity element of G. Let D m be the subfield of D fixed by σ m . D/D m is a nontrivial cyclic extension of degree q since γ / ∈ Γ F implies that m = 0. Since α q commutes with each g(π i ) for i = 1, . . . , r and
0 u i,m ) = 1. Therefore, by Hilbert's Theorem 90, for each i = 1, . . . , r, there exists an
i . This proves that the matrix u is strongly degenerate.
Conversely, assume there exists a choice of elements π i ∈ D such that the corresponding matrix u is strongly degenerate. In particular, there exists a prime q and an element σ m ∈ G with order q, and elements l, x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ D such that
We show that the homogeneous element lg(π) m is q-power central in GD v(π m ) ⊂ GD. This will complete the proof since σ m has order q in G and therefore v(π m ) ∈ Γ D − Γ F . It is enough to show that lg(π) m commutes with homogeneous elements. Again since θ D is an isomorphism, every homogeneous element can be expressed as α 0 g(f )g(π n ) for some n ∈ N r . Since σ m has order q, and lg(π m )α 0 = σ m (α 0 )lg(π m ), α 0 commutes with (lg(π) m ) q . Moreover, (lg(π m )) q commutes with g(f ), since f ∈ F and therefore it is only left to show that (lg(π) m ) q commutes with g(π n ). For this it suffices to show that (lg(π) m ) q commutes with g(π i ) for each i = 1, . . . , r.
The third equality in (2.3) follows from setting
To prove (ii), assume the matrix u is degenerate. Then, there exist σ m , σ n ∈ G and a, b ∈ D so that σ m , σ n is noncyclic and
It is a direct computation to see that bg(π m ) and a −1 g(π n ) commute:
Conversely, Assume there exist homogeneous elements g(α) ∈ GD γ and g(β) ∈ GD ǫ so that
Therefore the matrix u is degenerate.
Remark-Definition 2.4. Theorem 2.2(i) shows that we may define a semi-ramified valued division algebra with separable residue fields to be strongly degenerate if its associated graded division algebra has prime power central homogeneous elements in GD γ for some γ / ∈ Γ F . In particular, the strong degeneracy of any matrix u associated to a choice of {π i } r i=1 does not depend on the choice of the elements {π i }. Similarly, we may define a semi-ramified valued division algebra with separable residue fields to be degenerate if it satisfies the equivalent properties in Theorem 2.2(ii).
Remark 2.5. Using the fundamental homomorphism θ D to distinguish elements of a finite dimensional, central, semi-ramified algebra was also done in [BM00], Proposition 2.2. In this proposition an explicit form with homogeneous elements of the central localization of a central semi-ramified graded division algebra over a graded field is given which is analogous to the canonical elements of a generic abelian crossed product. 
Connection with the
Therefore, looking at the residues in D,
proving that u and b satisfy (1.2). To prove that u satisfies (1.4), consider the following two different ways to compute the image of the element π k π i π j π
Combining lines (2.7) and (2.8), we see that u satisfies (1.4). Therefore, by [AS78] Theorem 1.3, there exists an abelian crossed product (D/F , z σ , u, b).
Remark 2.9. The abelian crossed product in Lemma 2.6 defined by the matrix u is the same as one constructed in the proof of [JW90] , Theorem 5.6 in the case of an inertially split division algebra. In that proof, for any inertially split division algebra, D/F , Jacob and Wadsworth construct a decomposition of D, so that D is the underlying division algebra of I ⊗ N , where I is an inertial division algebra and N is a nicely semi-ramified division algebra. The abelian crossed product from Lemma 2.6 is precisely the residue division algebra of the inertial I constructed in the decomposition I ⊗ N in the case when D is both semi-ramified and inertially split. Note that if we assumed our semiramified division algebras with separable residue fields were defined over a Henselian valued field it would be an inertially split division algebra. This follows because there would exist an inertial lift of D in D which was a maximal subfield (see [JW90] page 148).
p-Power central elements in p-algebras
In this section we state and prove the main corollary that we have been working up to, Corollary 2.7, regarding p-algebras with no p-power central elements. We start with a lemma which was pointed out to me by Adrian Wadsworth. Then for a ∈ D with a p ∈ F , a ∈ F .
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that there exists an a ∈ D − F with a p ∈ F . Then K = F (a) is a purely inseparable field extension of F in D. Since D is defectless over F by (i), K is also defectless over F , that is,
where Γ K is the value group of K. By (iii), D does not contain any totally ramified, purely inseparable field extensions, hence Γ K = Γ F . Therefore, K/F is an extension of degree p. However, the residue field of a purely inseparable extension is itself purely inseparable, hence K/F is a proper purely inseparable field extension of F , contained in D, a contradiction to (ii).
We can now state our main result on the existence of p-power central elements in a p-algebra.
Corollary 2.11. Let (D, v) ∈ D(F ) be a valued division algebra which is semi-ramified with D/F a separable extension. Assume G = Gal(D/F ) is a noncyclic p-group, D is not strongly degenerate and F is a field of characteristic p. Then D has no non-central p-power central elements.
Proof. By assumption, D satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.10. Let x ∈ D be a ppower central element. Then g(x) ∈ GD is a homogeneous, p-power central element. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2(i), v(x) ∈ Γ F . Therefore D satisfies (iii) of Lemma 2.10 and we are done.
Remark 2.12. This theorem compares to [BM00] , Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. In [BM00], Boulagouaz and Mounirh use semi-ramified, central graded division algebras to get their result on prime power central elements. It will be convenient for us to have the result over valued fields because we will apply (2.11) to extensions of Henselian valued fields.
Prime to p extensions of division algebras
Throughout this section let (D, v) ∈ D(F ) with deg(D) = p n , n ≥ 1 and no assumption on the characteristic of F . Let E/F be any prime to p extension of F = Z(D) and let D E = D ⊗ F E be the division algebra gotten by extending scalars to E. The next easy lemma shows that the properties of being a valued, semi-ramified division algebra with separable residue fields are preserved by prime to p extensions. Lemma 2.13. Let (D, v) ∈ D(F ) be a degree p n semi-ramified division algebra with D/F a separable extension. Let E/F be a prime to p extension of F . Then D E = D ⊗ F E is a semi-ramified valued division algebra with D E /E a separable extension. As for the relative value groups, we compute that they satisfy,
, it is prime to p, and hence must divide
This inequality is an equality by the following argument. Since D E is a valued division algebra it satisfies the "fundamental inequality" [
Therefore, if (2.14) is strict inequality then
which contradicts the defectlessness of D. Therefore, D E is a valued, semi-ramified division algebra with separable residue fields.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.13 we can formulate and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.15. Let (D, v) ∈ D(F ) be a degree p n semi-ramified division algebra with D/F a separable extension which is not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate) as in Definition 2.4. Then for E/F any extension of degree prime to p, D E is a semi-ramified division algebra with D E /E a separable extension and D E is not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate).
is a basis for G ∼ = Gal(D/F ). The hypothesis that D is not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate) implies that the matrix u is not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate) in D/F . By Lemma 2.13, D E is semi-ramified and D E /E is a separable extension. Moreover, D E ∼ = D ⊗ F E and is the field join of D and E and the homomorphism
is an isomorphism. Consider the set of elements
and u ij ⊗ 1 is the image of u ij in the inclusion D ֒→ D E , it is enough to show that the matrix u = (u ij ) is not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate) in D E . This follows directly from Theorem 1.13 since u is not strongly degenerate (resp. not degenerate) in D and D E is obtained from D by extending scalars to E, a prime to p extension of F .
3 The generic abelian crossed product
Prime to p extensions of generic abelian crossed products
Let K/F , be a noncyclic abelian Galois extension with Galois group G = σ 1 × . . . × σ r and let ∆ = (K/F, w σ , u, b) be an abelian crossed product. Given x 1 , . . . , x r , independent indeterminates over K, consider K(x 1 , . . . , x r )/F (x 1 , . . . , x r ), the Galois extension induced from K/F . One easily checks that the set of elements {u ij , b i x i } r i,j=1
satisfy relations (1.1)-(1.4) in the Galois extension K(x 1 , . . . , x r )/F (x 1 , . . . , x r ) and therefore, by [AS78] Theorem 1.3, we can make the following definition.
. The crossed product
is the generic abelian crossed product defined by ∆.
Throughout this chapter we will set K ′ = K(x 1 , . . . , x r ) and F ′ = F (x 1 , . . . , x r ). In i = X i and one can check that x i → X i in the isomorphism A ∆ ∼ = K(s; σ; u). For any element t ∈ K[s; σ; u], let t v be the unique monomial in t with smallest degree where N r is ordered with respect to right to left lexicographical ordering. This function satisfies (t v ) q = (t q ) v for all nonnegative integers q.
The next lemma is key in knowing precisely when generic abelian crossed product p-algebras have p-power central elements.
with char(F ) = p > 0 and G = σ 1 × . . . × σ r a noncyclic p-group. A ∆ has a p-power central element if and only if u is strongly degenerate in K * .
Proof. Let y ∈ K(s; σ; u) be a nontrivial p-power central element. Then y = t/t 0 for some t ∈ K[s; σ; u] and t 0 ∈ Z(K[s; σ; u]) = F (X 1 , . . . , X r ). The element y is p-power central if and only if t is p-power central. Let t c be the sum of monomials in t which are central. Since t c is central
.., x r ], i.e., t − t c is p-power central. Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume that no monomial in t is central. Moreover, since (t v ) p = (t p ) v , the monomial (t v ) is p-power central. Let
i , we see that there exists an l ∈ L * , m ∈ N r with m i ∈ {0, . . . , n i − 1} and w ∈ N r such that t v = ls m X w . Since X w is central, the monomial ls m is p-power central. Moreover K/F is Galois and hence a separable extension and therefore m = 0. Since (ls m ) p is central it commutes with K and therefore (σ m ) p = e, the identity element of G.
We have shown that K(s; σ; u) has a p-power central element if and only if it has a p-power central monomial of the form ls m with σ m having order p in G. Under the isomorphism K(s; σ; u) ∼ = A ∆ , ls m → lz m with l ∈ K * . We now show that lz m is p-power central in A ∆ if and only if the homogeneous element lw m is p-power central in ∆. Calculating (lz m ) p we get
where q i = m i p n i and l ′′ ∈ K. And,
By (3.3) l ′′ b ∈ F and therefore by (3.4) (lw m ) p = l ′′ b q ∈ F . By Lemma 1.7 this happens if and only if u is strongly degenerate in K.
Before we state the main result about generic abelian crossed products, we need some preliminary lemmas about the power series version of the generic abelian crossed product. Let F ′′ be the iterated Laurent series field in the r variables x 1 , . . . , x r . That is, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, set F 0 = F and F i = F i−1 ((x i )). Then F ′′ = F r . We will also use the notation F ′′ = F ((x 1 , . . . , x r ) ). Similarly set K ′′ = K ((x 1 , . . . , x r ) ).
Lemma 3.5. Let p be a fixed prime and let E/F ′ be an extension of fields of degree prime to p. Then there exists a composite extension EF ′′ of E and F ′′ over F ′ which has degree prime to p over F ′′ .
Proof. Let v : F ′ → Z r be the standard valuation with v(x i ) = e i . The completion of F ′ with respect to this valuation is F ′′ . Assume E is a separable extension over F ′ . Then E ⊗ F ′ F ′′ is canonically isomorphic to w|v E w where, for every valuation w on E lying over v on F , E w is the completion of E with respect to w. Since the dimension of E ⊗ F ′ F ′′ over F ′′ is prime to p at least one E w will have degree prime to p over F ′′ . Let E w 0 be one of the E w 's with degree over F ′′ prime to p. Then E w 0 is our desired composite extension.
Now let E be an arbitrary extension of F ′ of degree prime to p. If char(F ′ ) = 0 or char(F ′ ) = p, then E is a separable extension and we are done. So assume char(F ′ ) = q with q = p and q = 0. Let E s be the separable closure of F ′ in E and let E s F ′′ be a composite extension of E s and F ′′ of degree prime to p over F ′′ . Set E = E s (α 1 , . . . , α n ). Any composite extension of E and E s F ′′ is given by an embedding of the α i into an algebraic closure of F ′′ . Any such embedding will take purely inseparable elements to purely inseparable elements, implying that a composite, EF ′′ of E and E s F ′′ will be a purely inseparable extension. Therefore n i , the degree of EF ′′ over E s F ′′ , will be a power of q which is prime to p. Therefore EF ′′ is a composite extension of E and F ′′ over F ′ and has degree prime to p over F ′′ . 
. . , α n ) t i P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Remark 3.7. This algebra is also defined in [Tig86] .
Lemma 3.8. Let ∆ = (K/F, z σ , u, b) be an abelian crossed product with G = σ 1 × . . . × σ r , r ≥ 2, and defining matrix u not strongly degenerate (resp. non-degenerate). Let A ∆ be the power series generic abelian crossed product defined by ∆. Then A ∆ is a not strongly degenerate (resp. non-degenerate) division algebra as in Definition 2.4.
Proof. By Definition 2.4 we need to show that A ∆ is a semi-ramified division algebra with separable residue fields and that there exists a choice of elements which push forward to a basis of G under θ A ∆ and define a not strongly degenerate (resp. nondegenerate) matrix in A ∆ /F ′′ . Let v : K ′′ → Z r be the standard Henselian valuation with v(x i ) = e i . With respect to this valuation, the residue fields of K ′′ and F ′′ are
, and K/F is a separable extension, the subfield K ′′ is an inertial maximal subfield of A ∆ . Therefore, by [JW90] Lemma 5.1, Z(A ∆ ) is separable over F , θ A ∆ is an isomorphism, and A ∆ is defectless over
these two inequalities are equalities, that is
It is now clear that A ∆ is a semi-ramified division algebra with A ∆ /F ′′ a separable extension. Since inner automorphism by
is not strongly degenerate (resp. non-degenerate) in A ∆ ∼ = K, therefore, A ∆ is a not strongly degenerate (resp. non-degenerate) division algebra.
Theorem 3.9. Let A ∆ be the generic abelian crossed product associated to
with char(F ) = p > 0 and G a noncyclic abelian p-group. The matrix u is strongly degenerate if and only if there exists a prime to p extension E/F ′ such that A ∆ ⊗ F ′ E contains a nontrivial p power central element.
Proof. Assume u is strongly degenerate in K. Then, by Lemma 3.2 A ∆ has a nontrivial p-power central element and so we are done with one direction.
On the other hand assume there exist E/F ′ a prime to p extension such that A ∆ has a p-power central element. Assume by way of contradiction that u is not strongly degenerate. Let A ∆ be the power series generic abelian crossed product associated to ∆. By Lemma 3.8 A ∆ is a not strongly degenerate division algebra. Let E ′′ = EF ′′ be a composite extension of E and F ′′ with degree prime to p over F ′′ . Such an extension exists by Lemma 3.5. By Lemma 2.13, A ∆ ⊗ F ′′ E ′′ is a semi-ramified inertially split division algebra and, by Theorem 2.15, A ∆ ⊗ E ′′ is not strongly degenerate. By Corollary 2.11 A ∆ ⊗ E has no p-power central elements. This is a contradiction since we assumed A ∆ ⊗ F ′ E has a non-trivial p-power central element which implies A ∆ ⊗ E ′′ has one as well. Therefore u is strongly degenerate.
Corollary 3.10. Let ∆, A ∆ be as in Theorem 3.9. If u is not strongly degenerate then for all prime to p extensions E/F ′ , A ∆ ⊗ F ′ E has no nontrivial p-power central elements. In particular, A ∆ does not become cyclic after tensoring by any prime to p extension.
Proof. This is simply stating one contrapositive of Theorem 3.9.
Remark 3.11. Since a matrix which is not degenerate is not strongly degenerate, Corollary 3.10 shows that the non-cyclic p-algebras constructed by Amitsur and Saltman in [AS78] , Theorem 3.2, remain non-cyclic after tensoring by any prime to p extension.
Indecomposable generic abelian crossed products
In this section we prove that the indecomposable division algebras constructed by Saltman in [Sal99] , Theorem 7.17, remain indecomposable after any prime to p extension. We start by proving a preliminary lemma which is independent of the characteristic of the ground field.
Lemma 3.12. Let p be a fixed prime and let A ∆ be a generic abelian crossed product. If A ∆ is decomposable after a prime to p extension then the power series generic abelian crossed product A ∆ defined by the same crossed product ∆ is decomposable after a prime to p extension.
Proof. Let F ′ = F (x 1 , . . . , x r ) be the center of A ∆ and F ′′ = F ((x 1 , . . . , x r )) the center of A ∆ . Assume there exists an extension E/F ′ of degree prime to p such that
By Lemma 3.5 there exists a composite extension, EF ′′ , which has degree over F ′′ prime to p. Then,
(3.14)
Combining (3.13) and (3.14) we see that A ∆ is decomposable after a prime to p extension.
In the case Gal(K/F ) = G = C p ×C p , the elementary abelian group of order p 2 , the condition u is not degenerate takes on a form which is comparatively easy to describe. Let I[G]K * be the multiplicative subgroup of K * generated by elements of the form σ(x)x −1 for x ∈ K * and σ ∈ G. Proof. Assume u is degenerate, that is, there exist σ m , σ n ∈ G such that σ m , σ n is not cyclic and
Since |G| = p 2 this implies that σ m , σ n = G. Choose nonnegative integers s 1 , t 1 , s 2 , t 2 ∈ N such that (σ m ) s i (σ n ) t i = σ i . The degeneracy condition implies bz m and a −1 z n commute. Therefore, the elements (bz m ) s i (a −1 z n ) t i for i = 1, 2 also commute and conjugation by these elements induce the action of σ i on K. By [Sal99] Proposition 7.13, this implies u 12 ∈ I[G]K * . Conversely, assume u 12 ∈ I[G]K * . Since I[G], the augmentation ideal of the group ring Z[G], is generated by σ 1 − 1 and σ 2 − 1 we in fact have u 12 = σ 1 (a)a −1 σ 2 (b)b −1 for some a, b ∈ K * . In particular, u is degenerate.
Theorem 3.16. Let G = σ 1 × σ 2 with |σ i | = p, p = 2. Let ∆ = (K/F, z σ , u, b) be an abelian crossed product with exponent p and u 12 / ∈ I[G]K * . Then A ∆ is an indecomposable division algebra of exponent p and index p 2 . Moreover, A ∆ remains indecomposable after any prime to p extension.
Remark 3.17. In [Sal99] , Theorem 7.17, Saltman proves that the generic abelian crossed products in Theorem 3.16 are indecomposable with the added assumption that F contains a primitive p-th root of unity.
Remark 3.18. The condition p = 2 in Theorem 3.16 is not an unnecessary restriction. This follows because any division algebra of exponent 2 and index 4 is biquaternion by [Alb61] , Theorem 11.2.
Proof. A ∆ is index p 2 and exponent p by [Sal99] , Theorem 7.17. Assume char(F ) = p and A ∆ ⊗ F ′ E ∼ = D 1 ⊗ E D 2 is a nontrivial decomposition of A ∆ ⊗ F ′ E where E is a prime to p extension of F ′ . Since the D i have prime index p, after a further prime to p extension, at least one of the D i become cyclic. In particular, after a prime to p extension, A ∆ has a p-power central element. This is a contradiction to Theorem 3.9.
Assume char(F ) = p. It is enough to show, by Lemma 3.12, that A ∆ , the power series generic abelian crossed product, does not become decomposable after a prime to p extension. Assume that there is a prime to p extension E/F ′′ and a non-trivial decomposition A ∆ ⊗ F ′′ E ∼ = D 1 ⊗ E D 2 with deg(D i ) = p. By Remark 3.15 the condition u / ∈ I[G]K * is equivalent to the condition that the matrix u is non-degenerate. Therefore, by Lemma 3.8, A ∆ is a non-degenerate division algebra and in particular it is not strongly degenerate. Let v denote the extension of the standard Henselian valuation on F ′′ to A ∆ ⊗ F ′′ E. As in Theorem 3.9 (A ∆ ⊗ F ′′ E, v) is a semi-ramified division algebra with separable residue field which is not strongly degenerate. We can therefore apply Theorem 2.2 to study the value of non-central elements in D 1 and D 2 .
Let α ∈ D 1 − E. Then, since D 1 has degree p over E, α satisfies a polynomial relation α p + s 1 α p−1 + . . . + s p−1 α = s p (3.19) with each s i ∈ E. We will show v(α) ∈ Γ E . Since [E(α) : E] = p we have either |Γ E(α) : Γ E | = p or |Γ E(α) : Γ E | = 1. In either case v(α p ) ∈ Γ E . Set D = A ∆ ⊗ F ′′ E and let GD be the graded division algebra associated to (D, v). Since D is not strongly degenerate, by Theorem 2.2 all p-power central homogeneous elements in GD are in D γ for γ ∈ Γ E . That is, if we show g(α p ) ∈ GE = Z(GD) then by 2.2 v(α) ∈ Γ E . From equation (3.19) and the triangle inequality, we see that to show that g(α p ) ∈ GE it is enough to show that v(s i α p−i ) > v(α p ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. If v(α) / ∈ Γ E then |Γ E(α) : Γ E | = p and the elements {v(s i α p−i )} p−1 i=1 are all distinct in Γ E(α) − Γ E . Hence
Therefore, v(α p ) < v(s i α p−i ) for each i = 1, . . . , p − 1 and hence g(α p ) = g(s p ) ∈ GE. Therefore by Theorem 2.2 v(α) ∈ Γ E . Since α was an arbitrary element of D 1 , every Remark 3.20. The existence of abelian crossed products ∆ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.16 is addressed in [Sal99] . In [Sal99] , Theorem 12.14, an abelian crossed product ∆ is constructed by taking a generic C p × C p -crossed product with exponent equal index equal p 2 and tensoring by the Severi-Brauer splitting field of the p-th tensor power. It is important to mention that this particular ∆ is an example of a "generic algebra" as defined in [Kar98] . Moreover, by [Kar98] , Corollary 5.4, ∆ is indecomposable and remains indecomposable after any prime to p extension. Karpenko's results were obtained by studying torsion in CH 2 of Severi-Brauer varieties.
[Sal99] Theorem 7.17 and Theorem 3.16 from above show that in a specific example the generic abelian crossed product associated to these algebras are indecomposable and remain so after any prime to p extension. Both proofs make no mention of the geometry of SeveriBrauer varieties. It is not always the case that an indecomposable generic abelian crossed product is constructed from an indecomposable crossed product. The author plans to prepare a paper discussing an example of this soon.
